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King's birthday: 
More than a holiday· 
by Alan Byrd 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
celebrated his birthday. 
"King's birthday is-not just a commemoration of a 
man," said Jenah Bing, editor in chief of the African-
American .Student Union newsletter, "but a com-
memoration of the struggle ofblack people." 
Christopher McCray, directorofHousing and.Resi-
dent Life and advisor for the National Pan-Hellenic 
"Ihaveadreamthatonedaysoontheywillnolonger Council, said he agrees. "Some ofhis struggle·paved 
be judged by the color of their skin but by the content the way for me to sit in this chair," McCray said. "It's 
of their character," Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King wrote significant because he gave his life for the struggle." 
in a book dedicated to his children. In 1968, King was assassinated on a hotel balcony 
King was born Jan. 15, 1929, and Monday we . in Memphis, Tenn. by James Earl Ray, but his 
message still lives. Yet despite his great accomplish-
ments for civil rights, many people view the holiday 
as just another day off to mow the lawn. 
"All we ask is for people to respect the holiday," 
said Terrance Dunn, senator for Student Govern-
ment and chairman of the Clubs and Organizations 
Committee .. "Veteran's Day has nothing to do with · 
me, yet I still respect the work they did for our 
country." · 
Bing said it is a personal journey to understand 
KING continued page 3 
°Israeli ambassador's talk uses and sparks tension 
by Bill Cushing 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
Heightened security, bomb-sniffing 
dogs and protesters bearing signs marked 
Thursday evening's visit of Israeli am-
Building as a part of the distinguished 
speakersseriessponsoredbytheuniversity's 
Judaic Studies program. 
tions behave wisely after exhausting all 
other possibilities, Shoval said he still 
sees reason for optimism. 
• bassador Zalman Shoval. 
Shoval told the crowd he was particu-
larly satisfied that one of his last official 
acts as ambassador was visiting a uni-
versity campus, not only because of its 
intrinsic educational meanjng but be-
cause it afforded him the opportunity to 
present his country's case to an ally. 
between the many factions of the Middle 
East trying for peace or "jockeying for 
power," he said that "peace in the region 
of the Middle East will be visible in our 
lifetimes." Shoval was quick to empha-
size that "stability in the Middle East is 
not like stability in the United States or 
Western Europe." 
"We have reached a situation ... of 
agreeing on our agenda," he said. "The 
declared accepted goal would be a peace 
treaty. Believe it or not, there is progress, 
even though it is very slow." Shoval, the outgoing representative of 
his country to Washington, spoke on the 
• topic "Vision of Peace in the Middle East" to 
a packed auditorium in UCFs Visual Arts As a part of the 14-month peace talks 
However, he added, "If the present talks 
do not reach their goal, it would be tragic." 
Although he jo~ed that men and na-
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Zalman Shoval, Israeli Ambassador to Washington, addressed the topic, "Vision of 
Peace in the Middle East." (Bi11 cush1ng1FuruRE> 
Grill cook charged with theft When Williamson announced himself, the man ran. Williamson chased him 
through parking lot Band across Gemini 
Boulevard before the suspect gave up. 
Sweat, who works as a grill cook in the 
Tropical Oasis, was carrying a bank bag 
and an envelope containing $1 71. Police 
found another four bags containing $71 
in Sweat's car. 
by Mark Schlueb 
STAFF REPORTER 
A UCF police officer walking his 
beat ran into a burglar making his own 
rounds early Thursday morning. 
Police arrested Daniel Sweat, 23, 
and charged him with burglary, pos-
session of burglary tools, petty theft 
and resisting arrest without violence. 
"It was a good piece ofleg work," Officer 
Randy Mingo said. About 1 am., Sgt. Troy 
Williamson was checking the dorms when 
he spotted someone walking near the stu-
dent aef eteria Suspicious; Williamson fol-
lowed the man, keeping out of sight. The 
man entered the rear of the cafeteria and 
when he crone out, Williamson noticed he 
was canying a pair ofbolt cutters. 
The money was taken from drop safes 
in the main cafeteria and in the Tropical 
Oasis, said Randy Roessler, the man-
CLASSIFIEDS page 8 
There exists a number of "mutual 
interests," and he noted that the factions 
are "talking about concrete problems 
and not slogans." 
Predominant among the issues and 
problems, Shoval discussed the possibil-
ity of constructing a canal between the 
Dead and Red seas for production of 
_ hydroelectric plants, which could also 
aid in desalination of the sea water. 
"Neither Israel, nor the West 
Bank, nor the Gaza Strip, nor Jor-
dan can solve their water problem 
without the other," he said. Geog-
raphy and current events are two 
factors Shoval used to demonstrate 
why America needs to play an "ac-
tive role in trying to reach peace in 
the Middle East." Since the Middle 
East happens to be the "contact 
point" between Asia, Africa and Eu-
rope and a "dividing line" between 
the first and the third worlds, 
Shoval emphasized the need for con-
tinuing relations between the 
United States and Israel. 
"A major prerequisite for peace in the 
Middle East is the special relationship 
between America and Israel," he said, 
adding that because of any "new world 
order," only the character of the threat 
has changed. Moslem fundamentalists 
pose a threat to the area as well as to 
Israel, Shoval said. 
"One can always try to rewrite history," 
SHOV AL continued page 3 
ager of Marriot at UCF. Sweat had 
only worked at the Tropical Oasis for 
a few months. 
"We never had any problems with 
him. In fact, he was a pretty good 
worker. It came as quite a shock," 
Roessler said. 
"fve been here for almost 11 years, 
and this is only the second break-in I 
can recall," Roessler said. "Guess if 
you need money bad enough, you'll do 
anything." 
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NC)THll\lG BEATS A BUD. 
At Saturn, we 
know the value of team-
work. Our team is 6,900 
members strong, and 
our success is due to 
everyone's contributions 
and commitment. Every 
· one of them~ · 
Student teamwork 
makes a difference, too. 
It can help feed and clothe 
the homeless, design and 
build a solar-powered 
vehicle, launch a campus recycling program, or 
create an alternative spring break program to help 
build homes for the poor. These are just a few ex-
amples of past Saturn Award winning projects, of 
students working together to help their community. 
The Saturn Award recognizes and encourages 
efforts and innovations of student teams. Teams of 
three or more students can apply. Eligible projects 
are those that either began or were active within one 
year prior to the application deadline. 
The winning campus 
team will: 
• Receive $1,000 and a 
trophy at a Saturn-
hosted reception 
• Become eligible for 
the 1993 National , · 
Saturn Award of . 
$5,000 to be presented 
at Saturn in Spring 
Hill, Tennessee 
, So tell us about 
your team's sucess. Pick up your application at the 
Campus Activities Board office. Or for more infor-
mation, call 823-2611. Applications are due by 
March 5, 1993. · 
In association with University of Central Florida. 
•. SJ\TlRN~ 
ON CAMPUS 
A DIFFERENT K1ND of COMPANY. A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR. 
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AASU plans forma1 affair for King's birthday 
by Alan Byrd 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
reflect internally on King's message and could remem-
ber what he symbolized; the struggle for equality." 
issue of how far we are from making the dream a 
reality, or has it been fulfilled? 
The African-American Student Union will be pre-
senting the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Formal 
Commemoration Celebration Friday to celebrate King's 
birthday and to remember his work. 
The keynote speaker at the celebration will be State 
Representative Dr. Alzo Reddick speaking on the sym-
bolism of IGng's message. 
An art exhibit will feature African-American art, 
literature, clothing and paraphernalia, in addition to 
traditional African .art. Music will be provided by UCF 
student .Gordon Adams. Also, Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Sorority will be announcing the winners of an essay 
contest for area grade school children they sponsored. Included in the program are speeches, music, art 
and· dinner. 
"If you come anticipating a good time, you will have 
one here," said Terrance Dunn, coordinator for the 
celebration. ''We wanted to do something people could 
Also speaking will be Intern Director of the Office of 
Minority Affairs, Dr. Valarie King on race relations on 
the UCF campus. "I will be speaking on some of the 
issues and concerns dealing with UCF at this time," 
King said. 
The celebration starts at 6 p.ni. in the University 
Dining Room. The event will be a black tie affair. 'We 
wanted to make it formal because it's'so rare that we 
get to dress up," Dunn said. 
Students Kalmin Fullard, president of Kappa Alpha 
Psi Fraternity and Camille Majors will also address the 
Officers use handheld metal detectors to search for weap-
ons during Israeli ambassador's visit (Cushing/FUTURE) 
UCF students .meet new 
barriers going to classes 
by Bill Cushing 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
If you thought classes were hard 
to get into during Add/Drop, you 
should have been on campus 
Thursday night. 
"This IS the Visual Arts Build-
ing?" asked one of the many 
slightly befuddled students who 
endured registration and rain only 
to find the entrance to their classes 
had security barriers, stationary 
metal detectors and armed guards 
with hand-held devices. 
There probably hadn't been such 
measures taken for more than two 
decades, when then-President Rich-
ard Nixon spoke at graduation. 
With the metal detectors 
erected at the entrance ways and 
a contingent of uniformed officers 
and men in suits with earpieces 
that obviously weren't transistor 
radios or walkmans, a number of 
UCF students were taken aback 
by the whole situation. 
"I just wanted to know what 
was going on," said Matt Down-
ing, a freshman who was coming 
to the building for a class in West-
ern humanities. What was ha~-
pening was UCF was the host 
for a talk by Zalman Sh oval, the 
Israeli ambassador to the 
United States. Shoval had been 
invited as part of the Judaic 
Studies distinguished speaker 
series. 
And security was tight. Real 
tight. 
- Beside the armed and impos-
ing figures, two Orlando police 
officers had covered every pos-
sible open inch of the new build-
ing with two specially trained 
dogs searchingfor bombs or other 
hidden weapons. 
No one gave the officers any 
problem; in fact, as they passed 
by, people went out of their way 
to stay out of the ·way. 
All in all, it was an unusual 
evening for the campus ofUCF. 
"Just like going through the 
airport," commented Therese 
Pederson as she dashed along 
the corridor to her classroom. 
Except the airport rarely has 
Palestinian supporters carrying 
signs reading"Yes to U.N. reso-
lutions; No to double standards" 
or" .. you should know/Palestin-
ians will never go." 
MLK's dream of equality continues today 
KING 
FROM PAGE 1 
King. "For those who don't understand 
him, we can't force it on them," she said. 
"But, we can make them aware and put it 
out for the taking." 
Even -with the improvement of race 
relations, this nation is still a long way 
from l\ing's dream. Only recently did the 
first African-American woman senator, 
Carol Mosley Braun, D-Ill., get elected. 
"King foresaw a world where each man 
was equal and we love one another," 
McCray said. "We seem to be taking a 
backstep, though. Now many blacks are 
finding a slammed door." 
Bing said she believes the status of 
racism in America has improved in the 
past five years. 
"It's become more positive because it is 
being discussed and we are not in denial," 
she said. "We are faced with it everyday 
through interracial relationships. That will 
expand and someday ·we will all be one 
color and not separate." 
Dunn has a view quite opposite. He said 
he believes racism has quit being out in the 
open and instead become niore sophisticated. 
"We are not at the level we should be," Dunn 
said. "In lots of ways we are still treated as 
second-class citizens." 
Since racial fears are largely based on 
ignorance, most people agree the way to im-
prove race relations is through portraying 
African-American contributions to the coun-
try in a positive way. This includes teaching 
African-American history at the same time as 
teaching Anglo-Saxon history. 
"The basic problem with racism is that 
everyone was not Anglo-Saxon," Bing said. 
"Questions need to be answered about other 
cultures. Failure to do so leads to ignorance." 
Dunn proposed that multicultural classes 
should be taught which will lead to a greater 
understanding of others. McCray said he be-
lieves we need to start teaching history accu-
rately in the elementary schools. 
Dunn will be spendiilg the holiday reflect-
ing on the accomplis~ments of King. "King 
has to be an internal reflection. You have to 
feel him deep inside you as a conviction," 
Dunn said. "We must preserve humanity and 
look at each other as being equals." 
~bassador ~ys Israel willing to compro~ 
SHOVAL 
FROM PAGE 1 
is an emerging leade·rship from within the 
Palestinian nation" and the extremists who 
said "no compromise" are contending with a 
younger generation that "realizes peace can 
he said, calling the Islamic fundamentalists come only with Israel, not against it." 
making up the Palestinian Liberation Orga- "It's no secret that Israel opposes a sepa-
nization and much of Syrian power- two of rate Palestinian state," Shoval said. He did 
the factions involved that call forno compro- say, however, that his nation is willing to 
misesonthepartoftheArabandPalestinian compromise and make concessions, not be-
people-"anaberrationofwhatlslamis"and cause Israel feels it ha$ done any wrong, but 
saying that they "wish to delude themselves for the sake of peace. 
or the world that problems· are caused by "We do not want t_9 run the Palestinians' 
Israel alone." lives but we shall not them endanger ours," 
Because Israel is still a country of four he said, saying that even if the United 
and one-half million people that faces an Nations passes a resolution requiring that 
Arab world ofhundreds of millions, Sh oval Israel, that when it comes to Israel, the U .N. 
pointed out that "Israel cannot afford not tends to base more decisions on politics 
to be careful." than any legal grounds. He cited the Israel 
Responding to a group of about 15 people bombing of Iraqi nuclear-weapon produc-
protesting for the Palestinians, Shoval said, tion plants as a case where his nation was 
"Israel offers them a plan which may be less censured by a vote ofl 5-0 but later absolved 
than they want but much more than they've by later discoveries. 
ever had before." "We are not going to make 
"We want to live in peace concessions that will destroy us 
with the Palestinian Arabs," "I do not believe or make it palatable for a poten-
Shoval said, adding he sees things will tial enemy," Shoval said. "One 
the underlying problem as escalate." would be very foolish to make a 
one in which two peoples concessionlikethat. Whyshould 
lay claim to one area. we be foolhardy?" 
"'Nobody cared about them, • Zalman. Shoval Shoval's talk balanced be-
even their own leadership," t timi" t' d t f ISRAELI AMBASSADOR . ween op s ism an races 0 
Shoval said, noting there is a / cynicism. He said ultimately, 
"growing feeling on the part of ••••••••• however, he has high hopes for 
manyPalestiniansthattimehaspassedthem what will occur between the nations of the 
by." He added that the Arabs only give them Middle East, regardless of the current climate 
lipserviceandsaidtheArableadershipspends being affected by Iraq's continued defiance of 
its resources on weapons rather than people. U.N. orders and verbal attacks against the 
"Some Arabs think that by sitting at a former coalition members, particularly the 
peace table, they've made the major con- United States. 
cession,"hesaid. "Therewillbenosolution He said he does not believe the current 
that will be a totalistic solution. Unfortu- situation in the Middle East will escalate, 
nately, the Palestinians at the table have saying the chapter on Hussein has been writ-
not engaged, as yet, in concrete negotia- ten. 
tions on the model Let us discuss it; that "I do not believe things will escalate but 
is what the negotiations are all about." (Israeli prime minister) Rabin has affirmed 
However, the current PLO leadership that if there is any aggression against Israel, 
"may not be happy with the fact that there Israel will retaliate." 
' 
'' 
I love my new home in Thatcher's I.pnding. For less than my 
parents and I wae paying for my noisy, cmmpe.d aparllne.nt, 
rve got a spacious place and mom and dad have a crol 
vacariot1 home. Plus, with aB this peace and quiet, I 
am really concentrate on my 
studie s. 
When Ws time for fun and relaxation 
For more infonnation can 
382-0400 
or come by for a personal tour and 
don't forget to bring mom and dad! 
Thatcher's I.anding is a 
quiet neighborhood of low 
maintenance 2 and 3 bedroom homes conveniently 
located to UCF. 
Some of the homes' many features indude secur-
ity system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker, 
vertical blinds, vaulted ceilings and oversized patios. 
you can enjoy the pool at Thatcher's I.anding or 
the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterford lakes 
which indudes tennis and basketball courts, an 
Olympic sized pool, ball fields, jogging pa~ 
and lakes. 
Conveniently 
located to UCF 
on the corner 
of Alafaya and 
lake Underhill. 
Follow the signs to 
,. 
~ 
1 Colonial Dr. 
. - :- . 
Lake~ 
a 
CD 
~ -
0 ~ 
>-0 
iC 
<( 
'-llnderhlll Rd. 
v 
• 
*Sales prtce $fi6,490. Down pilyment $19,990. Mortgage amount $46,500. Based on a 30 year Fixed Rate Mortgage at 81/4% over life ofloan Years- l'-30 P&I $349.22. 
Property taxes, insurance& HOA dues est at $190.00. Monthly pilyments-$539.22. 
Writers 
Wanted. 
We are looking for students 
Interested in sharpening 
their writing skills In ·an ar-
eas: 
•news 
•features 
•spons 
• oplnlon/edltorlal 
All students 
welcome. 
Call 823-6397 for 
further information. 
~ Arbour Village Apartn1ents. 
ArbourVillage ... Nature's Beauty Surrounds You. 
The' freshness of country living with the convenience of 
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a 
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just 
walking distance to UCF. 
• 2 laundry facilities 
• 2 swimming pools 
.Professional management 
•Exercise Room 
.Oversized walk-in closets 
~Small pets accepted 
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts 
•Sauna 
FURNISHED APARTMENT$ AVAILABLE 
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826 
. ( 407) 282-7333 
Welcome back 
UCF students! Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive 
self-serve, single-sided, 8112" x 11" black and white 
copies on 20 lb. white bond for just 3¢ each. One 
coupon per customer. Good through '2128/93. If you're new on campus, you may have 
noticed that other students spend a lot of 
time at Kinko's. Come into Kinko's 
this month to receive these great 
specials. These coupons can be 
used together! 
Open 24 hours 
658-9518 
12215 University Blvd. 
(Across from UCF) 
kinko•se 
A the copy center 
-------------50% off 
Macintosh® rental 
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive 
50% off in-store, self-serve Macintosh computer 
rental time and laser prints. One coupon per customer. 
· Thatchers landing. 
r;.- . ' . 
Recommended ... 
Extra-stength 
HP48! 
•Graphics 
combined 
with calculus 
like never before 
•32 kbytes of 
RAM buiitin 
•HP Equation Writer 
and HP Matrix Writer 
applications 
N 
Currv Ford 
• 0 ~~~ 1batcher's1 Landi"&es 
1'<.~ mWaterford 
new HP 48S 
.' ~~ ~!~K~~~ 
INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer 
2916 Cord~e Dr~, Orl, 898-0081 
/1\('l!lt l!Jhlc.1,,otll 
tollrKr )t'a1>. Coll1-gc i> .1 
limroftlocom),m"'· 
; ideas and making new 
friends. Su.:h a tiroc 
dt:1tlVC$ to be 
, mc1ltlll\'d1:ii1 lxorYfrri1¥~ 
)Ollf gr.idumiou ring. Uy 
arlinn promptly l"" can 
acquire your graduation 
ring at a lj'ICCial price onfy 
by attending the !bowing 
~l the lnl"•li1111 ~ud 1!;1111 
b<'l•.w. 
·:. FRIENDSHIPS 
REM'tMBERED 
Forever with ArtCarved 
.Finest Quality• .Fastest Delivery 
·Lifetime Warranty• Best. Overall Value 
SAVE' UP ·To $100.00 
JANUARY 19th· 22nd-- UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
10:00 AM TO 3:00 PM DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
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CREATE A NEW 
UCF 
MASCOT /LOGO 
DEADLINE: 
January Z9, 1993 
DROP-OFF POINTS: 
UCF Library• Student Government 
,... ,... 
f;_-f~ f;_-"'.(~ 
" " 
~ February 22, 23, 24 ~ 
Address questions_to Chris Marlin at 823-2191. 
,,~~~· 1··· 111~~1*~~f::t~+/:;;· ~ :'Y - ~, " :, ~·. i \ 
Don't stop 
thinking about . 
tomorrow ... 
Attend our 
Free Seminar 
on 
LAW SCHOOL 
Admissions 
Thursday, January 21, 1993, 
7:00 pm 
Holiday Inn-UCF, 12125 High Tech Ave 
Topics discussed by professional speakers will include: 
when and where to apply; admission criteria of top programs; how to make your 
letters of recommendation count; what schools look for in your personal statement; 
• how to explain bad grades and how to be ready for the LSAT exam. 
CALL US AT 1-800-777-EXAM 
TO RESERVE YOUR SEAT 
January 19, 1993 • The Central Florida Future 5 
THE ARMY NURSING 
CHALLENGE. 
You've worked hard 
for your BSN. You'd like 
_to continue the challenge. 
Thafs what Army Nursing 
offers ... professional 
challenges. 
Plus new study op-
portunities, continuing 
education, travel. And 
you'll have the respect and 
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army. 
If you're working on your BSN or already have a 
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE: 
The Central Florida Future 
Clinton's policy on 
Haiti represents best 
hope· for refugees 
There has been some criticism of late about the way President-elect Clinton 
says he will handle the expected influx 
of Haitian refugees once he takes office. 
His announcement this week thathe plans 
to extend President Bush's controversial · 
policy of immediate repatriation of refugees 
has been characterized by some as reneging 
on his campaign promise to allow the Hai-
tians to "make their case" to stay in the 
United States. 
While it is understandable that some could 
interpret his allnouncement this way, to do 
so demonstrates a failure to understand the 
gravity of the situation. 
Critics contend that continuing Bush's 
policy violates the basic tenets of refugee 
protection; we would argue that just the 
opposite is true. 
The 600-mile trip from Haiti to South 
Florida has already cost many - perhaps 
hundreds of Haitians - their lives. With 
intelligence sources now reporting ~s many 
as 100,000 refugees planning to make the 
treacherous trip once Clinton takes office, for 
him to encourage such an exodus by rescind-
ing the immediate return policy would be 
totally irresponsible, sort of like telling a 
room full of children they could have all the 
candy they wanted, then telling them ·all 
they had to do was run out on to a busy 
highway to get it. 
Clinton has said he will add to the number 
of people processing claims of asylum in 
Haiti, as well as set up processing centers 
outside the capital city of Port-au-Prince. 
The president-elect is not simply slam-
ming the door in the faces of Haitian refu-
gees; rather, he is making it easier for them 
to do just what his critics contend they de-
serve to do - demonstrate their fear of 
persecution; and Clinton's way di~courages 
them from risking their lives to do it. 
There has also been some backdoor criticism 
of Clinton in reference to his admission that his 
previous stance on the Bush repatriation policy 
was a mistake. We believe that it is an adm.1-
rable and all-too-often-absent quality of politi-
cians to admit when they are wrong. Itis, in our 
opinion, afar cry better than shifting the blame 
to someone else or denying that a mistake was 
made at all. 
In the final analysis, the Clinton policy, 
admittedly, does not open the arms of the 
nation to the Haitian people like many would 
prefer, but it does represent a realistic and 
humane approach to a complicated problem. 
Certainly, the policy affords those who 
have a legitimate need for asylum in the 
United States a better chance to make such 
a journey than does the current boat trip. 
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Want a new look? Try 'grunge' 
· Brian Costello 
LE SOAPBOX · 
M Y Christmas Vaca-tion," by Brian 
· Costello (age 6): It 
was Grate! We had fun! 
Santa came and gave me , 
presents a Big Wheel, Star 
Wars action figures a Nerf 
football it was grate we had 
lots and lots of fun. 
It's groovy! It's the exciting new no-fashion fashion!" 
There's all these happy models in "grunge" outfits. 
I'm looking at this and I'm thinking that so-called 
"grunge" fashion probably originated with Seattle 
musicians buying clothes at Goodwill so they could 
afford their heroin habits. But now, you too can dress 
like a $eattle musician/junkie. 
It's instant pop culture -just add 1000% mark-up. 
From these aforementioned instances of Christ-
mas vacation tragicomedy, I was able to glean semi-
profounci insight into the human condition. I discov-
ered that when you're a working stiff, apathy makes 
_perfect sense. 
"My Christmas Vaca- I'd come home from a hard day of work only to 
tion,"by Brian Costello (age discover that the only thing I had energy for was 
20): It was long and tedious. mindless television. Day after day the question . 
I spent the month of December working on a con- burnedaholeinmyhead:PeterJenningsorFoghom 
· ~truction site. There were certainly no Rhodes Schol- Leghorn? Peter Jennings -or Foghorn Leghorn? And 
arson the job. In fact, in the Port-0-Letj someone day after day, good ol' Foghorn was the hands-down 
wrote "Can't Touch Thise!" ~ few feet above the federation champ in the remote control showdown. 
urinal. N e;xt to that was· a message that read "Can't Perhaps the important issues of the day require 
Spell Thiss!" with an arrow pointing to the "Can't more thought and energy than people have at the 
Touch Thise." end of the day, so some concern themselves with the 
I also heard the dumbest conversation to ever take trivial, like the Great Orlando Magic Cable Contro-
place in the English language. These two day-labor- versy. But that wasn't the only semi-insightful ob-
ers (affectionately referre_d to in the construction servation I had last month. 
''bidness" as "rent-a-drunks") were discussing films That grunge display at Merry Go Round made me 
they had seen. realize that once again, counter-culture has been 
One guy asks the other, "Hey, have you ever seen absorbed into pop culture, with all of the fashion and 
'Home Alone?'" The other guy proceeds to check the none of the ideas. 
files of his brain; he looks pe~lexed: In the past, Jerry Lee Lewis evolved into Frankie 
"You know," says the first guy. "That movie about Valli, the Beatles mutated into Wings, the Clash led 
the kid who's left home alone?" to B.A.D. II, and now the good ol' American alterna-
I thought about inquiring whether either of the. tive music scene is becoming increasingly overrun by 
two gentleman had seen "Kickboxer" (you know, that bands that are Pearl Jam sound-alikes (a.k.a. "wah-
movie about the kickboxer?), but I didn't want to for pedal fetishists") and fans who seem to have read a 
fear of getting second-hand brain damage. book like "How to be Different" (Let's see, it says here 
Heavens to Murgatroid! That sure was dumb. But on page 22 that we should mosh when the Edge plays 
you, buddyboy, ain't heard nothin' yet. a fast song because that's the cool thing to do!). 
I went Christmas shopping at the Altamonte Mall Oh well ... 
and I was feeling a little queasy because I had just Well, thereyouhaveit_My Christmas Vacation, then 
spent a hard-earned $20 buying that Rush Limbaugh and now. I hope you have stayed through this first install-
book for my old man. So I walk by the Met"ry Go mentof"LeSoapbox"for'93andnotleftt.ocheckthepolice 
Round clothing store and there's a little display in report to see if your friends have gotten busted. 
the front. I sincerely hope you have a successful semester and 
"Grunge!" it proudly proclaims. "It's hot! It's cool! a grate new year. Bye now. 
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Who says appearance isn't everything? 
Tony Whitten 
DEEP THOUGHTS 
L ast semester I conducted an experiment using you, the student body, as my control group. For 
the two weeks before I started this experi-
ment, I wasn't putting any thought into how I ap-
peared to others: any old T-shirt, shorts, and my A's 
.. cap. And that's the outfit people would see when I 
went to class and around campus . 
But then I began to wonder what kind of reaction I 
would get, if any, if suddenly I started lookingverynice. 
There was only so much I could do with my physical 
features right away, but I could change significantly 
the way] dressed and acted. So the next Monday I got 
·u.p extra early to plan my image. Instead of the T-shirt 
and shorts, I put on a dress shirt along with a bright tie, 
khaki slacks and deck shoes. Iristead of the A's cap · 
which hid my hair and eyes from view, I spent time 
combing and styling my hair. And I switched from 
glasses to my contacts. I practiced standing very up-
right, walking with purpose, trying a smile on my face, 
and keeping my head up with confidence, whereas 
before I usually slouched a lot. I went to class still as me, 
only my appearance had changed. 
Immediately, I could tell a slight difference in others' 
On and Off Campus 
'"'',, 
' 1, 
. , .. 
. \ 
attitudes towards me, tven strangers. Before, when I 
was very plain, I still looked people who were passing 
by in the eye, but it was usually a glance with no other 
reaction. But walking to class that day, snappy and 
poised, people held the glance longer; strangers, mostly 
women, were even inclined to smile back a little on 
occasion. Nothing dramatic, of course, but significant. 
In class, where I had normally kept to myself most 
of the time, I sat up and looked around at my class-
mates. A guy I knew in the class who I had never talked 
to much, just then turned to me and asked me about a 
problem we had in our assignment. I looked it ov'!r and 
fortunately was able to help him figure out the solution. 
Then something even more interesting happened. The 
woman behind me, who I had never even spoken to 
before, suddenly taps me on the shoulder that day and 
asks for help on another problem. We did not immedi-
ately strike up a conversation and become best friends 
after that, but it's of note that the first day they both 
asked for help was the day I dressed very nicely. 
The rest of the day and the rest of the two weeks that 
I did my experiment, similar instances occurred. No 
great changes happened, which I did not expect, but 
strangers and even people that I had known a long time 
changed in their reactions to me, whether they were 
aware of it or not. An extra smile, an invitation to get 
something to eat, little things like that grew in nuIIJber . 
{ 10 :a:>15J 
during the days when I took time to enhance the image 
people saw. 
If you, the student body, are up to it, try this theory 
out on your friends. If you normally just throw on 
whatever's clean in the closet, try taking some time and 
really concentrate on looking as upscale and confident 
(not arrogant) as you can for just a few days and see 
what kind of reaction you get, especially from those 
close to you. Or vice versa; if you normally spend hours 
ironing clothes or doing your hair or matching an outfit 
perfectly, try dressing kind of plain and see how people 
act to you ·now that your looks ha·:P. been robbed. 
We're all aware that beautiful people do get treated 
differently than those who aren't so blessed, but per-
haps we're not always aware of how we treat even the 
people we know based on how they might look. Our 
reaction to others may even change- from day to day 
depending on whether they look like they just came 
back from a wedding party or a keg party. We cannot 
help it; even I am not immune to favoring someone 
whom I find attractive. ·Apparently, it's possible to· 
subtly manipulate others by your appearance, which is 
interesting. According to many surveys, the most at-
tractive feature in a member of the opposite sex is 
usually sense of humor or sensitivity. But in getting 
ready for a big date, how many of us practice being 
humorous or prepare a poem to read? 
Elton Bracey 
. l\t\ \ ' 111 ( 1111' ,· · I\ \ 
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Should there really be a holiday for Dr. M.L.King? 
David M. Pendley 
CAMPUS COMMENTARY 
T o watch the various depictions and propaganda · that is continually portrayed on our televisions, radios and other news media during this time of 
year regarding the life and times ofMartin Luther King 
Jr., one is left with the relentless impression that for 
someone to oppose a national holiday in honor of King 
is nothing short of blatant racism. 
After all, who but a racist would oppose a national 
holiday for a man who gave his life in the interest of 
civil rights and racial equality in America? 
The truth is· there are many valid reasons why 
Americans should not celebrate the birthday of Martin 
Luther King Jr. and should urge Congress to rescind 
the public holiday that is observed in his honor, but 
racial arguments are not the principle ones. 
Many Americans are unaware that there is a dark 
side to the King saga that is rarely discussed, and-we 
should insist on knowing more about the man who, 
according to the Congressional Record of Oct. 4, 1967, 
was called an "apostle of violence." The same report 
reveals he maintained close working ties with open 
Communists, praised Ho Chi Mihn and called the 
United States "the greatest purveyor of violence in the 
world today." 
Many newspapers have reported that King plagia-
rized many of his writings, including his doctoral the-
sis. A book written by King's closest friend and confi-
dant.e, the Rev. Ralph Abernathy, reveals that King 
regularly bedded down with prostitutes, most of whom 
were white, and that he was sometimes physically 
abusive with them, despite the fact that he was mar-
ried, a father and, supposedly, a Christian minister. 
King was a man that was considered so dangerous 
that even the ultra-liberal U.S. Attorney General Rob-
ert F. Kennedy ordered wiretaps and surveillance of 
, King because of his close association with the Commu-
nist Party. 
Unfortunat.ely, most of the information discovered 
by the FBI and CIA concerning King was, by court 
order in 1977, sealed in the National Archives for ·5o 
years, or until the year 2027. 
Over the years, however, there have been many 
documents that have leaked out of the sealed FBI and 
CIA files that show beyond a doubt that King did 
indeed associat.e with, and was manipulated by, Com-
munists and their agents. 
King's ties to the Communist Party in the United 
States are the primary reasons that many of his top 
associat.es severed their relationship with him in the 
'50s. Testimony from some of King's associates in the 
past, such as Julia Brown_ and the Rev. Uriah Fields, 
who was King's secretary during the early stages of the 
bus boycott that made him famous, substantiate the 
FBI and CIA documents. 
Fields wrote about those associated with King: "King 
helps to advance communism. He is surrounded by 
Communists. He is soft on 'Communists." Surely, to 
freedom-loving Americans, the United Stat.es is not the 
place to honOI' a communist sympathizer. 
King preached a constant theme of civil disobedi-
ence that still exists today in much of the black commu-
nity in the form of general disrespect for law and order. 
In city aft.er city, violence followed King as sure as night 
follows day. In a ~965 arti~le by King in the "Saturday 
Review," he acknowledged that violence was a neces-
sary and deliberate part of his strategy. 
Clearly, King's reputation for being non-violent has 
no basis in fact or history. 
We no longer single out any one heroic American for the 
honor of a national holiday, not Thomas Jefferson, George 
Washington, Patrick Herny or anyone else. To give King the 
status of a national holiday is the ultimat.e insult to the 
memories of these and other great Americans. 
If we must have a nati9nal holiday to honor a black 
American, why King? Why not a patriotic black Ameri-
can such as George W. Carver, Booker T. Washington 
or Marcus Garvey? _ 
If tapes of John F. Kennedy, Franklin D. Roosevelt 
and Richard M. Nixon have been made public, then 
similar review of the King data should be permitted. 
Until a thorough review of this data is allowed, we 
should adopt a wait-and-see policy in regard to Martin 
Luther King Jr., to avoid possible embarrassment to 
our nation at a lat.er date, should King's ties to the 
· Communist Party prove to be more than just a close 
association. 
In 1965, the "World Marxist Review" called for an 
end to the "civil rights movement," saying it must be 
combined with a "war on poverty" and against the 
United States involvement in Vietnam. 
Perhaps not coincidentally, King soon after de-
nounced our country as "the greatest purveyor of vio-
lence in the world today," began moving away from the 
civil rights movement and blasted the United Stat.es' 
involvement in aiding its ally - Vietnam. 
At that point, many other black civil rights leaders, 
liberals and the national new$ media began to desert 
King. 
King was in Memphis, Tenn~ leading an economic 
(not a civil rights) prot.est when he was tragically 
killed. The unfoldingrealityofKingimmediat.ely ceased 
and the steady process of near-canonization beg~n. 
Ironically, the idea of having a national holiday for 
a white man who is openly violent, maintains advisors 
affiliated with the Communist Party and patronizes 
prostitutes while portraying to be a married father and 
Christian ministerwould be laughable (remember what 
happen to Jimmy Swaggart?). 
More ironic is the fact that if King had lived, he 
would ultimately have been discredited, and a holiday 
would never have been considered. 
David M. Pendley is a legal studies major 
'. 
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GREEK CORNER 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA 
. For the service lover in you. 
Information/Rush meetings 
Jan. 20/27 Student Center 214 
Jan. 28 SOL across from mail boxes 
all at 8pm. 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
A TO would like to welcome everyone 
back for Spring. Congratulations to all 
those who picked up bids and thanks 
to all who helped with rush . Around the 
world party Fri.! TBMT. 
PHI THETA KAPPA 
There will be a meeting on Thursday 
January 21 at 6:00 in HPB 215. Con-
tact Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd 
Petrie at 382-5933 for information. 
Delta Delta Delta 
Congrat's to all our NEW SISTERS!!! 
We are so proud of you and can't wait 
to see you at your FIRST SISTER 
meeting! Also, get rea<;ly for our 6-way 
this weekend .. . see you there!!! Delta 
Delta Delta #1. 
Congratulation to all of our new 
pledges. You've made the best 
decision. Spring '93 time to watch r.AE 
as we convert our top quality pledges 
into true gentlemen, also our 
reputation for having the best social 
calendar won't be matched. Thank you 
to all of the lovely ladies who helped 
us we • u ! (f)A Tom Scott "purple dot" 
Spring Rush '93 great success! 
CLUB INFO 
UCF Pro-Life Society 
Volunteers wanted! Help increase 
awareness & respect for life. Choose 
life! Info. call Ana 281-1501 . 
SHAC 
Make a difference-be a part of SHAC 
get involved in campus health and well-
ness issues. Applications may be picked 
up at the Health Resource Center or 
call x5841 for info. 
MOO DUK KWAN 
Co-eel classes now forming. Open 
house today at 8:00pm and Thursday 
January 21 at 7:00pm. No experience 
necessary. Check us out! For more info 
call 671-5406 or 380-6107. 
Hole Hispano! 
HASA has its meetings 
every Tuesday at 5pm in the SOL 
ACOA 
Anyone interested in starting an ACOA 
group, we are meeting Wednesdays at 
7pm in SC 214. For more info. about 
Adult Children d Alcoholics call the 
Wellness Center. 823-!?841. 
MISA 
Management Information Systems 
Assoc. is open for anyone interested in 
computer software and hardware. Our 
partnerships with business and govern-
ment could enhance your opportunity 
to get the job you want. For more 
information, call 277-2587 677-6784 or 
drop by room 362 in the College of 
Business. 
Environmental Society 
Join us Wednesdays at 4pm in front of 
the library at the reflection pond. Come 
find out about the events we have 
planned for Spring '93. 
ROOMMATES 
Male/female to share 212 w/garage w/d 
included nea( UCF non-smoker nice 
neighborhood $245 & 1/2. 823-9498. 
Female roommate wanted $165 + 1/3 
utilities. Call 823-7532. 
M/F NS needed to share 3br 2 1/2 ba 
apt 1 mile from UCF starting February. 
Must be responsible. 200 + 1/3 electric 
and phone. Call Bobby for interview 
273-4241. 
Female roommate wanted to share 
house w/male & female. Own bedroom 
& bathroom. Near UCFNCC $240 + 1/ 
3 utilities (407) 658-1222. 
M/F roommate needed to share 2bd/2 
1/2 bath townhouse. Own room own 
bath, w/d, microwave, 1.5 mi from 
campus, non-smoker, must be quiet and 
dependable, $237.50/mo. utilities, 
phone extra. 380-2278 Iv msg. 
Share 2/2 w full amenities security resp 
non smoker 275 + 1/2 671-6816. 
Female nonsmoker to share 212 condo 
1 mi. to UCF $250 + 1 /2 util 366-3704. 
Own room and bath deposit $100 rent 
$230 + 1/3 utilities non smoker clean 
no pets call 365-8386 3 1/2 mi from 
UCF. 
FOR RENT 
Free Apartment Finding Service 
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc. 
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate 
Occupancy Call DMV Properties Inc. 
657-1967 
Lovely 2B 2B dupl ale heat vertical 
blinds washer dryer near hwy 50 & Pean 
Rd. $425 mo. $300 security. Call 
648-5136 or eve 862-3188. 
•STUDENT APARTMENTS• 
For rent, Colonial Dr JAlafaya Trail. $105 
per week per person, double 
occupancy, free furnished, linens, tv, 
maid service, rent by weekly, 
microwave/refrg, cable tv, phone, 
laundry facility, student desk, laser bus 
close by. Ask for Deborah or Betsy, 
please call 273-1500. 
For rent 2 bedroom apt. $420 a month 
walking distance to U.CF. 363-5636. 
2 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/pryer, walk 
to campus. 12187 Descartes Ct. $425 
per month call 695-3055. 
For rent 2 bedroom apt waliking 
distance to UCF. Call 363-5636. 
2B/2B, duplex, washer-dryer, very close 
to UCF, available Feb. 1, approx. $440. 
365-3425. 
212 apt 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry, 
dishwasher, fans. $450. 365-7532. 
1/2 duplex 2 beds/2baths, clean near 
UCF Bonneville Dr. Call 382-8403. 
FOR SALE 
Sabre teargas also muggerstoppers 
crime prevention equipment. Call Tim 
at 407-281-6923. 
Bunkbeds L-shape. Bought for adult 
use, sturdy hardwood and mattresses 
used 3 mths. Exe. cond .. $175. Please 
call 856-9949 eves. 
Day bed for sale. Good condition, less 
than one year old. Call Debbie at 
282-6227. $100.00 or best offer. 
'82 Suzuki GS750T black/chrome 17kmi 
very quick $850/obo 823-9210. 
Sperry computer, · 1sM compat, 30mb I 
hard drive, 5 114 floppy, color CGA 
monitor, IBM graphics printer, 2400 
baud internal modem, spare 5 1/4 
floppy, $550. Call 382-6048. 
Washer/dryer $150/pr obo 380-5345. 
Why rent when you can own for less? 
Hunters Reserve condo for sale teal 
green carpet, vaulted ceiling, washer/ 
dryer, microwave, 2bdr/2ba, 2 minutes 
from UCF, 2nd floor, pool , hot tub, 
tennis. $5_6,900 call 366-8511. 
IBM-clone 486/25mh 4mb RAM 120mb 
hd 1.2 or 1.4 fd color VGA monitor 
tower case $999 call 6 77-1121. 
Single y.iaterbed new mattress and 6 
drawers $50 obo. 381-8387. 
Dining room table & chairs glass top 
w/gold frame 135; compact rheem 
freezer 160; webber grill 35; all excel 
cond; call eves 384-9539. 
January 19, 1993 
Computer-IBM PC compatible $500.00 
obo Annette@ 380-6064. 
AUTOS 
Car wanted. Must run well-be depend-
able. Can pay $400. 856-9949 eves. 
Honda CRX-SI '89 excel. $9750. 
678-1268. 
'84 Volvo st wgn stick 70k orig miles 
one owner $4300 call 366-4516. 
HELP WANTED 
RPS needs pit package handlers from 
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715. 
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per 
week assembling products at home. 
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700 
Dept. FL-307. 
Greeks & Clubs $1000 an houri 
Each member of your frat, sorority, 
team, club, etc. pitches in just one 
hour and your group can raise $1000 
in just a few days! Plus a chance to 
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost. No 
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65. 
US Tracers is currently seeking 
motivated students in the Orlando area 
for FT and PT independent work. 
(800) 886-6919. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn 
$2000+/month + world travel ·(Hawaii, 
Mexico, the Carribean, etc.) Holiday, 
Summer, and Career employment 
available. No experience necessary. 
For employment program call 
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5418. 
Babysitter-Longwood Area-mature, 
exp'd take charge person. Must love 
children. References and transporta-
tion necessary. Call 774-7521. 
Job Openings 
Paid positions available in the Student 
Health Resource Center with the Peer 
Education Out-Reach program. If you 
enjoy helping people, learning about 
health issues, doing presentations for 
your peers, coordinating activities and 
much more then apply now! Openings 
include HIV-AIDS peer educator, rape 
prevention peer educator and PR/ 
activities coordinator. Call 823-5841 
for more details or pick up an applica-
tion in the Student Health Resource 
Center. 
Raise a cool $1000 in just one week! 
For your frat, sorority, club. +$1000 for 
yourself! And a free headphone radio 
just for calling 1-800-950-1 03 7, ext. 25 
M or F local live music nightclub 
looking for promotions reps no exp. 
necessary. Must be 21 or older caH 
Tammy at 898-2323 or 
1-349-9714. 
Two UCF students to do odd job, 
agility required. Call Dr. Harman at 
3-2811 or 366-0890 after 5:00. 
Secretary I assisfant for OFC work 
female 1 5hrs. weekly financial aid 
eligible call Kathy 365-5500. 
• r, ~ • • ~ -. 
SERVICES 
Guaranteed scholarships, financial aid, 
stud. loans! Scholarships Unlimited 
4524 Curry Ford Rd. STE296 Ori. FL 
32812 (407) 382-0789. 
Gordon's Detail. Anything on wheels. 
Bp. 623-4570 Hm. 657-6010. 
TYPISTS 
WP, EDITING:APA,-MLA, etc. 366-0538 
WORDMASTERS 277-9600 
Student documents and resumes. 
Same day service available. IBM/AT, 
WordPerfect 5.0 
IBM letter quality/laser printing. 
Fast* Professional* Accurate 
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-G735 
The Write Type 382-8679 
When you want it typed right! 
Word Processing . Near UCF. 
366-0556 
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable. 
WordPerfect 5.1 . BA English. 
382-8599. 
CARPOOL 
Help! Ride needed to UCF from Gatlin 
and Conway. Will pay. Please call 856-
9949 eves. 
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Magic dump Celts, Bulls and 'hold' Jordan to 64 
Trace Trylko 
Magic Maneuvers 
The roller coaster season of 
the Orlando Magic took an-
other unusual twist over the 
weekend with the improbable 
Shaquille O'Neal and the Magic slammed shut back-to-
back wins on the road this weekend. (DeHooglFUTURE> 
road upsets of tne Boston 
Celtics and the defending NBA 
champion Chicago Bulls. Not 
only did the Magic avenge last 
week's loss to the Bulls at the 
Orlando Arena, but they won 
back-to-backgameson the first 
two legs of a three-game road 
trip. 
Saturday night, Orlando 
watched Michael Jordan score 
64 points in a one man show on 
Chicago Stadium's hardwood 
floor. However2 Jordan's hero-
ics were not enough as Orlando 
handed the Bulls a 128-124 
overtime loss. 
A strong team effort by the 
Magic featured a cast of game 
night stars. Nick Anderson hit 
a 3-point shot with less than 
two seconds in regulation to 
send the game into overtime. 
And~rson's name and number 
would be called again with a 
little over a minute left in over-
time. He connected on a free 
throw attempt, missed the sec-
ond and converted the rebound 
in to the basket. 
Meanwhile, Sc.ott Skiles 
dumped in 31 points and 
Shaquille O'Neal added 29. 
Skiles followed up his 4 7 
minute performance agaiQ.st 
the Celtics Friday night by see-
ing 53 minutes of action 
against Chicago. O'Neal 
snared a team record 24 re-
bounds in 50 minutes on the 
court. 
"All that matt~rs is the 
next game. There's 82 of 
these things. You can't dwell NBA's best team, faced the 
on what happened in the last Knicks in a Mond-ay afternoon 
one," Magic coach Matt game at Madison Square Gar-
Guokas said. den. 
The Magic lived those words Following the Philly game, 
following Friday night's 113- the Magic returned home for 
94 victory over the Celtics at games against three of the 
the Boston Garden. Orlando NBA's worst teams. Orlando's 
evened the season series with state rival, the Miami Heat, 
Boston at a game a piece be- limp into the Orlando Arena 
hind another strong team ef- Friday night. The Heat are 
fort. bringing up the rear in the 
Skiles kicked in 23 points Atlantic Division. 
and a season high 15 as- The Magic bumped off the 
sists. O'Neal had a typical Heat 110-100 in the season 
Shaq night with 22 points, opener for both teams. Miami 
12 rebounds and four tripped up the Magic 106-100 
blocked shots. Even An- in South Florida in late De-
thony Bowie put 23 points cember. 
on the board against an SaturdaynightOrlandowill 
overmatched Celtics squad. host the anemic offense of the 
This game was never really Dallas Mavericks. The Mid-
in doubt, as the Magic held a westcellardwellingMavshave 
51-41 halftime advantage and lost 15 straight games and are 
led by 21 at the end of three 2-30 overall. 
quarters. Dallas has not won a road 
Orlando rebounded from a game this season and are 21 
2-5 homestand and stuck it to ·games out of first place. Next 
the Celtics. Back-to-back road · Tuesday, the Magic will host 
wins guaranteed the Magic a the Atlanta Hawks. 
winning three game road The schedule favors the 
swing. Magic in the upcoming 
The wins upped Orlando's week. However, Orlando's 
road record to 6-7, two victo- up and down season may 
ries shy of the team record provide some hope for the 
eightroadvictoriesestablished struggling foes that will 
last season. soon be travelling to Cen-
Going into Monday tral Florid.a. No one ever 
afternoon's tilt with the Phila- said a trip to the pl~yoffs 
delphia 76ers, the Magic had would be achieved smoothly. 
creeped past. the .500 mark The bumpy ride of hope con-
with a 16-15 record. tinues for the Magic Friday 
The Phoenix Suns, the night. 
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Trans America Athletic Confer-
ence in 3-point field goal per-
centage (.385), hitting an aver-
age of7.2 per game. The Knights 
missed all eight of their three 
point attempts at Samford. 
Six-foot-6-inch Brad Smith 
burned UCF for 21 points in the 
first game, including four 3-
pointers. Bubba Sheafe was a 
pre-seasonAll-Conference selec-
tion who averages 14.2 points 
per contest to lead Samford. He 
had 15 points in the first UCF-
Samford meeting. 
Shooting guard David 
Hel'.ffian was 19th best in the 
nation last season shooting 
treys,huthashadtroublematch-
ing that feat so far this season. 
Sinua Phillips and Victor 
Saxton got 12 points each to pace 
the UCF scoring in the first game. 
Samford comes to towp in the 
wake of a 67-65 loss to .Florida 
International and are currently 
in fourth place in the TAAC. 
----------------------....-~---~ 
Bring Friends .. . 
Roommates .. . 
and Money!!! 
Belz Factory 
OUTL.~T -
· Outl~t World 
Mall2 
363-4670 
10% ·~tud~nt discount ~n rogular ·merchandise-with UCF ID 
u c F 
·st '1 d e :n. t 
Specia.1 
FiTIEBS 1o•tse11•• 
r---------------~ 
I *One Month FREE I 
: Membership as low as $17 .50/Month : 
I *With Annual Membership Program I 
L---------------~ 
Mon-Thurs 
Saturday 
New Hours 
6 am - 11 pm Friday 
9 am - 8 pm Sunday 
6615 E. Colonial Drive 
Orlando? FL 32807 
(407) 658-8000 
6am-10pm 
12- 5 pm 
UCF Recreational SeIVices Spring Sports Schedule 
Event Sign-up Deadline Playing Dates 
Schick Super Hoops BB February5 Saturday, Feb. 6 
Wrestling February9 Tuesday, Feb. 9 
Badminton February 12 Saturday, Feb. 13 
Tennis Doubles February 19 Saturday, Feb. 20 
Track & Field Meet February22 Tuesday, Feb. 23 
Softball February23 Mar.1-Apr. 27 
Floor Hockey February24 Mar. 1-Apr. 27 
Racquetball Singles "A" March19 Saturday,Mar.20 
Racquetball Singles "B" March26 Saturday,Mar.27 
Call 823-2408 to sign-up for these events or to find out more information. 
the perlormance of some <?f the 
freshmen on his team. "I'm real 
pleased with our freshmen." 
The unfortunate thing is that 
our freshmen have to grow up 
real fast. Experience is what is 
going to get us over the hump 
to win the big games." 
. Giving a young team expe-
rience is going to be the key to 
getting more wins. 
"As our team developes it is 
going to benefit our schedule 
tremendously," Richardson 
said. "The conference games 
are important and right now 
our focus is on the conference 
tournament. ..._ 
"I think we can go all the way 
to the tournament, hopefully we 
can go in and ma_ke some teams 
have to play." 
UCF VS. FLORIDA 
UCF (45) 
Frazier 3-9-0-1 6, Johnson 0-4 2-2 
2,Briscoe4-82-210, Gibson0-51-
2 1, Bat.z 1-2 0-0 2, Tsinnie 7-12 2-
219, Rockwell 0-11-21,Nuxol2-
5 0-0 4.Totalsl 7-49 8-11 45 
UCF VS. MERCER 
Mercer (61) 
Brown 4-9 4-6 12, Johnson 
7-13 2-3 16, Congreaves 4-5 
0-0 11, Laing 8-12 0-0 17, 
Wright 1-31-2 3 Simpson 0-
0 2-4 2 
Florida (96) UCF (60) 
Jones 7-110-014,Jonesl-32-24, Frazier 4-11 4-6 12, Johnson 
McGhee5-101-411,Butlerl-40- · 2-3 2-2 7, Batz 5-9 2-2 12, 
02,Crerneans2-84-49,Parker4- Briscoe 3-13 3-611, Gibson 3-
84-512,Maxwell5-80-011,Clark 9 3-6 10, Duncan 3-8 0-0 6, 
1-10-12,Pettis8-121-218,Davis Rockwell 1-1 0-0 2 
3-8 3-6 9, Whitehead 2-2 0-5 4 
Totals 39-7715-29 96 
Halftime - UF 44 UCF 20. 3-
pt goals - UCF 3-9 UF 3-15 
Rebounds - UCF 31 (Frazier 
7) UF 50 (McGhee 14) Assists 
- UCF 8 (Briscoe 7) UF 20 (4 
tied with 3) Total fouls- UCF 
27, UF 15 A-447 
Halftime -Mercer 34 UCF 27 
3-pt goals-Mercer 4-5, UCF 3-
9 Fouled out - Mercer Lay-
man UCF None Rebounds -
Mercer 27 (Johnson 8) UCF 31 
(Batz 11) Assist - Mercer 13 
(Brown 5) UCF 10 (Gibson 8) 
Total Fouls-Mercer 20, UCF 
13 A-153. 
$~ Zjrm4 1emn aJtd ~ w.i ... 
Fill the Arena 
Join the U CF Running Knights as they 
take on the University of South Florida on 
Tuesday, January 26 at 7:30pm .. 
Bring your family and friends and come 
support your home team. Admission FREE. 
Sun BanK 
-
Peace of Mind Banking® 
Member FDIC/() 1992 SunBanks, Inc A SunTrust Bank. 'Peace of Mind Banking' is a registered service mark belongmg eiclustvely to SunTrust Banks, Inc. l!AZ83·2 
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Intramural hoops heat up the 
gym,. FCA off to a leading start 
10) Cheerleaders trying to spell 
out Sinua with their bodies. 
9) Joe Dean look-a-like night. 
8) Exploding scoreboard. 
7) Kirk V anDeusen appreciation 
night. Anyone named 
Kirk admitted free. There must 
be someone on this campus named 
Kirk. 
6) Two words, fiisbee dogs! 
5) Shaquille O'N eal action night. 
Yep, next time he visits the UCF 
Arena, he suits up for the home 
t.eam. 
4) A lucky fan will get to provide 
"Pray to ~ru{ 
ya6ortion! 
commentary on WUCF 89.9 FM. 
This promo will really pack the 
fans in. 
3) Bucky, thewondercheerleader 
(you know, the one with the wide, 
buck toothed Grand Canyon sized 
grin) will sing the national an-
them withasmuchenthusiasm as 
she possesses when she yells ''GO 
KNIGHTS!" 
2) Frat.emitybrotherswillbounce 
around an inflatable woman in-
stead of a beach ball. 
1) FindPresidentHittnight.Nah, 
too hard. It's an on-campus event. 
UCF PRO-LIFE SOCIETY 
Rna Maria Rodriguez 
487-281-1581 (home) 
FREE MEMO BOARD 
when you win the 
TRIVIA GAME 
FREE MUSIC CASSITTE 
when you win at the basketball 
SHOOT 
WIN A FREE CD 
OR POSTER at the 
UPCOMING 
ATTRACTIONS 
MOVIE THEATRE 
FREE FRISBEE 
when you win at the 
®CBS SPORTS \ . PJ!TK~ ,7, 
.. ,,,,,. 
by Scott Ginchereau 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
with excitement that erupts 
from tremendous competition. 
Spring is here! The birds 
are singing, the sun is shining 
and basketball reigns supreme 
here at UCF. 
The league is run similarly 
to NCAA basketball. Teams 
play two 15 minute halves with 
the clock only stopping for fouls 
and balls going out of bounds. 
Fouls are recorded and a player 
fouls out with five. 
While the Running Knights 
continue to display their skills for 
other colleges on the hardcourt, 
intramural basket.ball has swung 
int.o high gear as well. 
Every Monday through 
Thursday the gymnasium in 
the Education Building buzzes 
The season is young but ex-
pectations are already high. 
The Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes (FCA), who competes 
in the A league, is off to a 2-0 
start and feels the team is 
Somethin ~ for those 
of you who aren't taking 
Kaplan Prep. , . 
We've produ :ed more top scores on•tests like the . 
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT 1han all other 
e-0urses combim:.d. Which means if you're not taking 
Kaplan Prep,.., you may need to take more than a #2 
pencil to the test. 
KAPLAN ... ~27·3.7" 111 
THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION · . 
, •• .., .' , -- I_ 
. PRESENTED BY: 
W~CD22=1JW 
FREE VIDEO 
when you forecast at the 
~BS fl·r•····7··r;·:··1T-r-"'J! tJ, I ' •• I I ,, I I . (J 
STATION 
FREE HAT OR T-SHIRT 
when you play 
FAMILY 
FBUD 
FREE PRODUCTS 
& VIDEO 
when you act in your 
favorite soap at 
STUDIO~CBS 
FREE VIDEO 
of your sportscasting skills at the 
~CBS SPORTS 
·1rs YOUR CALL' BROADCAST BOOTH 
. :--~~----...... __ 
css 8£E 
:, SHORr.s R University of Central Florida : :ta0g/e 0ne.orrh . I 
Student Center Green f ggh7n/sentthisc~i;~~10 Peop1e 
SPONSORED BY: 
January 25/11 am-5pm •January 26/11 am-5pm : 1~nter a~~~ation . ,,. .. January 27/1Qam-4pm : 12 es: Se "~1e'~. t~.·. 
'•~JJlQ u::commm -~! t_ r.)l\'!llr!':C!CV..J¥fU- '-'- .. -1 
t&ll USA ... 1RDJ~'BEIL ~ !Hi 
L'OREAI: i.11~ .,,.. maxell. cfJ ~~ 
C11113 C8S 1..:. Al R"'115 R.......i. • Seo aimp1M1 ruJos tor-
, Noa . ..... ~ ..... ., · • ·-n 
: 1:0op N """''" ...... .: ·:~~-' 
' 2·oapl\1 "\'· •'\ +- ,.. 4"~ 
' . /\1 ,... .... ~~ "f:t 
, ~ ,;( ... 
: PLus Hi ~ ..... ti ! GIV£Aw:g,Lr P/l/ZE 
I 
. 
stacked with talent and has 
already set sights on the tour-
nament at the end of the sea-
son in mid-February. 
Steve Wright, one of FCA's 
team members, said his te~m 
is prepared to have a winning 
season culminating with the 
championship. 
"It is a little early to tell, but 
we hope to win the whole 
thing," he said. 
FCA has already beat.en pre-
season favorites 'Th.e 8 Wonders of 
the World and the Fab Five. 
MEN 
FROM PAGE 12 
Turner and Anton Walton for dis-
ciplinary reasons. Coach Willie 
Booker made due with what he 
brought. "We had a lot of young 
players out there and they made a 
lot of mistakes," he said. "Obvi-
ously Delon and Anton would 
have eased the pressure UCF put 
on us. We missed them dearly." 
Joey McGear had 14 points 
to lead FAMU, despite fouling 
out at crunch time. The Rattlers 
got scoring from 10 of their 12 
players. In contrast, UCFs Ray 
Carter's pair of first-half bas-
kets were the only points off the 
bench. UCFsJamesWalkerhad 
12 points and a game-high nine 
boards. He currently ranks fifth 
in the TAAC in rebounding . 
UCF point guard Sinua 
Phillips was honored before the 
game for becoming the school's 
all-time career assists leader. 
He received an award from Mike 
Clark, who held the old record 
for20years. Phillips broke Clark's 
record on Jan.4 in a game with . 
UNG-Greensboro. In the F AMU 
game, he tied Anthony Haynes' 
career 3-point record with a trey 
at 15:40 of the first half. 
Notes: UCF forward Howard 
Porter appears ready to sit out 
the season as a medical red-
shirt, after re-injuring a pre-
season stress fracture in his foot. 
The 6-foot-6-inch sophomore 
played in four games early in the 
season and has yet to mi.ss a fielii 
goal-he's 4 for 4. 
Dean .has also redshirted 6-
footll-inch freshnwn Deni.s Kon. 
Th£ young cent.er will devof£ ful,l 
attention to the weight room in 
preparatwn for next sea.son. 
FAMU(52) 
McClammey 1-3 0-0 2, D. Jackson 4-B 
0-0 8, McGear 5-12 4-514, Williams 1-
30-2 2, Pitts 2-6 3-5 7, Colsonl-4 0-0 2, 
Lawson 1-2 0-0 2, C. Jackson 0-01-21 , 
Wingate 2-7 5-6 10, Hunt 2-7 0-0 4 
Totals 19-5213-20 52 
UCF (62) . 
Phillips 2-6 3-6 8, Foster 8-12 2-4 19, 
Walker 5-6 2-4 12, Davis 4-13 1-2 9, 
Saxton 2-6 5-6 9, Carter 2-8 0-0 5 Totals 
23-5113-22 62 
Halftime-FAMU 16 UCF 39. 3 point 
goals-FAMU 1-11 (McClaromey 0-2, 
Colson 0-2, Coast 0-1, C. Jackson 0-1, 
Wingate 1-5) UCF 3-13 (Phillips 1-3, 
Fosterl-1,Davis0-3, Carterl-6) Fouled 
out-FAMUMcGear, UCFWalker.Re-
bounds-FAMU 35 (Pitts 8) UCF 32 
(Walker 9). Assists-UCF 15 (Phillips 
8) FAMU 2 (McClammey and Pitts 
each with 1) Technical fouls-FAMU 
McGear, UCF Walker. Total fouls-
FAMU 20UCF16. A-1,463. 
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UCF men shake up the 
FAMU Rattlers, 62-52 
by Mike Hasselbeck Knights from sealing up the game until 
STAFF REPORTER less than 30 seconds remained. 
"We won the game in the first half," 
The Running Knights blasted out to a UCF coach Joe Dean said. "Our defense 
23-point halftime lead and survived sec- and rebounding were. outstanding and 
ond-half doldrums got us the 23-point lead. But we continue 
to defeat the .:,:fiI}t:::::;::,,.  tostrugglewithpassingand 
Florida A&M .ftif:t:@IIik ball-handling. We've got 
~~x:d::1{~;~1:1illi,, ~g;.~r f ::: 
~S~r~:~;~~~~~W~:~ftl~:~i~~E 
enc~ championship game last .. ,.,,,=~:=:=:=::w:.v have Eddie tonight we would not have 
March, saw their fortunes continue to won. He has tremendous ~ourage and 
tumble this season and now stand at 1-9. he's a winner in every respect." 
UCF looked to have the game locked · The 6-foot-3-inch junior played at 
up by halftime. In the first half, F AMU Valencia Community College and asked 
logged 15 turnovers, hit only six of 24 to tryout after enrolling at UCF in the 
shots from the field and scored a mere 16 fall. Although playing without. the ben-
points. But the Rattlers struck sure and efit of a scholarship, Foster earned a 
swiftly in the second half, opening with starting role shortly after joining the 
anll-Oruntocuttheleadto39-27. The team in mid-December. 
Knights went scoreless through the first . Foster expects his game to keep im-
six minutes ofthe secondhalfuntilEddie proving. "I haven't played my best yet," 
Foster sank a 3-pointer. F AMU contin- he said. ·"I need to work on my defense 
ued to chip into the lead and trailed by and passing ... I have to keep my inten-
only four with under five minutes re- sity high for the entire game, instead of 
maining. The UCF delay game forced being up and down." 
FAMU into a must-foul situation, but a The Rattlers suspendedstart.ersDeU>n 
five-for-10 free throw shooting perfor-
mance down the s_tretch prevented the MEN·continued page 11 
UCF's Eddie Foster enthusiastically led the Running Knights to a 
62-52 victory over the Rattlers of Florida A & M. (DeHoog/FUTURE> 
Women lose 
last-second 
heartbreak er 
by Jenny Duncanson 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The Lady Knights know how 
precious a few seconds are. 
After a 96-45 loss to the Lady 
Gators of the University. of 
Floridaon Jan. 13, UCF re-
turned home three days later 
to a last second 61-60 loss to 
the Lady Bears of Mercer.The 
frustrated Lady Knights move 
to a 2-12 record. 
UCF traveled to Gainesville 
to face the Lady Gators, who 
are 10-3 for the season and 2-
1 in the Southeastern Confer-
ence. Florida put the game 
away early, outscoring UCF 
44-20 in the first half. 
It was the youth of the te~m 
who made the biggest showing 
for the Lady Knights. Fresh-
man guard Darlys Tsinnie and 
freshman center Melissa 
Briscoe both tallied double dig-
its, scoring 19 and 10 respec-
tively, and freshman Lonnette 
Frazier led the team in re-
bounding. 
The women returned home 
to face Conference competition, 
5-7 Mercer. In the middle of 
the first half the Lady Knights 
were down by as much as 13, 
but they chipped away an~ 
went into the break with a 
seven point deficit. UCF was 
Lendy Johnson, right, of the Lady Bears frustrated the scoring attempts of Regan 
Rockwell and the Lady Knights. Mercer won in the final seconds, 61-60. (DeHoogJFl.JTURE> 
only seven of23 from the floor 
in the first half. 
An 18 foot jumper by junior 
guard/forward Tricia Duncan 
with 4:51 left in the second 
ignited a run to tie up the 
game. 
With two min-
utes left junior 
guard Tara 
Gibson inter-
cepted a bad pass 
the two minute mark down to 
:05.3 when Mercer forward 
Lendy Johnson sank a 15 foot 
jumper to steal thevictoryfrom 
UCF. 
Head 
.... ,: ::::::::'::::,:,.,.. C o a c h 
win for him to 
consider the game 
a victory. Right now 
the most important 
thing is that the team is im-
proving. 
"We go into every game try-
ing to play our game," 
Richardson said. "We try not 
to make as many mistakes as 
in the past." 
"In a sense, it is a victory 
when you have the opportu-
nity to win. The fact that we 
played well enough to win the 
game shows we are improv-
ing." 
Richardson is impressed by 
WOMEN continued page 1 O 
MAGIC UPDATE PAGE 9 
Men hope to 
even the score 
Wednesday 
by Mike Hasselbeck 
STAFF REPORTER 
The Samford Bulldogs swing 
into Orlando Wednesday night 
to play their fourth · game in 
seven days. 
Samford humiliated the 
Knights just two weeks ago in 
Birmingham, Alabama, andJoe 
Dean's crew has been anxiously 
waiting for the chance to even 
the score·. 
In the first meeting, Samford 
fired three pointers with gusto, 
connecting on seven of 22 at-
tempts. The long range shelling 
should continue Wednesday 
night, as the Bulldogs. lead the 
SAMFORD continued page 10 
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A di§tindive §OUlt1d witlh lifa root§ ]planted 
deeply in aggre§§ftve Seventlie§ punk 
. 
set yourself apart from countless other groups 
you have to have one of two things, a gimmick 
or extraor'dinary style. A band which relies on 
the former will eventually fall by the wayside, 
while the ones who take the time to develop 
their own style and perfect their craft will even-
tually attain a certain level of stardom. 
Such seems to be the path of a new up and 
coming band known as Rattlebone. 
The group has successfully combined the 
heavy-driving sounds of bassist/vocalist Roger 
Deering, the punk influences of guitarist Brendon 
McNichol, the angry beats of drummer Kerry 
Furlong, and an organ/keyboard sound that 
until now, seemed to make all of the '70s rock · 
'n' roll seem- outdated -via the fingers of 
Jeffery Muendel. 
Rattlebone proudly states that their 
roots are deeply anchored in punk and 
post-punk aggression, which given the 
band's · history, seems only natural. 
Deering and Furlong met in Miami during the 
mid-'80s. Soon afterward, they proceeded to 
join up and form a band called The Drills. 
The band soon had a reputation, which swept up 
the eastern seaboard, where they found them-
selves sharing stages with groups such as Suicidal 
Tendencies, Black Flag and even The Ramones. 
. , I• 
I If~ " 
way to Los Angles where they met McNichol, a 
guitarist from New York. 
Then in 1990 with the addition of a forth and 
final member, a remarkable keyboard player, 
Muendel, who incidentally is credited with greatly 
enhancing the distinct Rattlebone sound, 
the band was complete. 
On Thursday, Jan. 7, Rattlebone took to 
the stage at Trainwreck Ca.k.a. The Sta-
. tion) in Fem Park and shook the walls like 
seasoned professionals. 
Throughout the entire show. the band tore 
through song after song with high energy and 
intensity without any sign of letting up. What 
was even more impressive was that the audi-
ence, most of whom had never heard of the 
band, greeted Rattlebone 's efforts with an 
enthusiastic and very vocal response. 
Unfortunately, due to time constraints, 
Rattlebone was not able to provide an 
encore, but the band certainly made up for 
it by ending the night's play list with an 
incredible cover of Blue Oyster Cult's "Cit-
ies On Flame." To say the least a good time 
certainly was had by all! 
• nate rosenbluth 
central florida future 
·' 
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Downey plays the Tramp 
C ~arlie ~hapl_in entertained mil-lions with his slapstick humor 
and great filmmaking skills. His life, 
however, was not as successful as his 
work. The life of Chaplin is detailed in 
the new film from the director of 
"Gandhi," Richard Attenborough. 
This film biography is held together 
by the extraordinary performance of 
Robert Downey Jr. in the title role. He 
completely transformed himself into 
Chaplin and is truly remarkable as the 
little tramp. 
Underthe direction of Attenborough, 
the film itself has trouble finding its 
mood. It shifts between melodrama 
and depression, and then in the middle 
of all the scandal and tragic drama, 
there is a fast-speed slapstick session 
which is funny but inconsistentwith_the 
mood of the film. 
Attenborough also uses some 
strange and annoying film techniques 
that only seem to get in the way of the . 
story and add little to the visual aspect 
of the film. 
There are many humorous moments 
in the film, but they are overshadONed by 
all the focus that is placed on Chaplin's 
problems with underage women and his 
"Chaplin" is never dull and is at its 
best fascinating and funny. 
The film also features quite an im-
pressive cast. Kevin Kline is entertain-
ing as always as Douglas Fairbanks 
Jr .. Dan Ackroyd is amusing as Mack 
Sennett, and Paul Rhys is impressive 
as Chaplin's half-brother Sid. 
The rriany women in Chaplin's life 
are played in the film by Moira Kelly, 
PenelopeAnn Miller, Diane Lane, Milla 
Jovovich and NC1ncy Travis. 
All of the women in the film are 
overshadowed by Downey's perfor-
mance and the fact that the focus is 
complet~ly on Chaplin. However, 
Geraldine Ch3plin <Charlie's daugh-
ter) gives a very impressive perfor-
mance portraying her real-life grand-
motherCCharlie' smother) who is some-
what insane. 
This film biography is not nearly as 
powerful or as well-made as Spike 
Lee's "Malcolm X." but it is worth a 
look thanks to Down~y' s amazing per-
formance. 
Atthe end of the film we see some real 
footage of Chaplin's films, and it is difficult 
to discern whether it was DO'Nney or the 
real Chaplin. NON that is acting. 
Robert Downey, Jr. stars as Charlie Chaplin a.k.a. the Little Tramp strugglewithHerbertHoover'sinvestiga-
who became the most beloved comedic character in history. (courtesy.itristarpictures) tion of communistic behavior. • sco~jacobson 
. . central florida future · 
Madonna's 1Body of Evidence': Does it have mass appeal? 
Does anyone remember a film normal, more congenial roles, Anne 
last year based on gratuitous sex Archer of "Fatal Attractior!" plays a 
and violence named "Basic Instinct?" jealous lover. However her ~harac­
ln her most revealing role to date_. teris secondary and is not described 
Madonna continues to test the in intricate detail. Madonna's lack of 
bounds of her exploitation but has dramatic training is obvious in this 
· neither the charisma nor the sexual film and her other talents are not 
appeal to compete with ·Sharon enough to carry this role. Even her 
Stone's manipulative performance- much touted sex scenes with Dafoe 
as "Basic Instinct's" . Catherine fall far from the mark. 
Tram ell. However, in the midst of all this 
"Body of Evidence·" is nothing criticism, the film's ending is very 
more tban a kinkier "Basic Instinct" intriguing. If you are going to see this 
with less taste and plot. Willem Dafoe film for any reason it should be to 
of" Mississippi Burning" gives a dull see the ending, and it may be the 
performance and the motivation for only reason. 
his affairwith Madonna is never fully · 
explained. In a departure from her • -tim wassberg Willem Dafoe and Madonna star in "Body of Evidence," a dramatic 
ce_ntral florida future -courtroom thriller. (courtesytMGMJ 
·J>BVANEY'S 
Sports ~ub & Eatery · 
7660l;J.niversity Blvd. 
University & Goldenrod 
Goodings Center 
679-6600 
FRIDAY 
JANUARY 22nd 
BUD PAR.TY 
*SPECIAL KARAOKE 
WITH HOST DIANE 
* $2.50 LITERS ·suo 
* $1.50 BOTTLES BUD 
Bri11g yoc.r bike to tbe 
BIKE WORKS ll)Obile repai service-
Every Weci)esday • '9 • 2 PJ>~ across fronJ tbe Wid Pizza-<ICF caropus 
ORL.ANDO 
RE··· COR:D, · 
,,f' ,,? . v 
CONVENTION 
SATURDAY, JANUARY 23, 1993 
10:00 A.M. -5:00 P.M. 
' ~ '. 
UNIV. OF CEN. FLA. ARENA 
Alafaya Trail & Univ. Blvd. 
( 407) 823-3070 
1000's of LP's & CD's For Sale 
Oldles, Punk, Jazz, Rock, Metal, Soundtracks, 
New Wave, etc., both New and Used. 
Plus Posters, T-Shlrts, Buttons, 45's & Cassettes. 
ADMISSION $2.00 
For more information: (407) 282-9540 
(904) 371-4350 Gainesville (dealers) 
' ' 
Writers Wanted. 
We are looking for students in-
terested insharpeningtheirwrH-
ing skills in all areas: 
•news 
•features 
•sports 
• opinion/editorial 
All students welcome. 
Call 82~7 for further 
infonnation. 
Sure air bags work great in front-
end collisions, but only a safety 
belt can protect you from side and 
rear-end collisions. So bu~e up. 
And you11 cover all the angles. 
YOU COii.i> I.EARN A LOr flDI A IUlft 
BUCKl.E YOll SAFETY BEII 
F« m<Xe mloonatm, c:il the Alrba) & C/11/d Safety Hdkne: IKYJ-424-9393 
\ 
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1 ALIVE': Throw another leg on the barbie, mate 
Based on 1972 plane crash, the film 
mixes dark humor with grim reality 
Imagine flying over the 
frigid Andes of South 
America and then all of a 
sudden the plane plummets 
10,000 feet. The pilot trys 
to pull up on the controls to 
avoid the oncoming rocky 
peaks - he fails. 
On its way down, the 
plane scrapes the side of 
the mountain: the tail and 
the wings are torn off. Pas-
sengers are sent hurtling to 
their death thousands of 
feet below while the front 
section. no longer airborne, 
slides perilously down the 
mountain side. 
Based on the actual plane 
crash that ilm version ofthe 
occurred in 1972, "Alive" 
. is the story of the survivors 
of that flight and their two-
month long ordeal. 
This tale of survival and 
adventure is an excellent 
film as well as a true testa-
ment to the will of those 
who did what was brutally 
necessary to survive. 
Known from films such 
as "Dead Poets Society." 
Ethan Hawke gives a pow-
erful and commanding per-
formance as Nanda. 
His character's spirit is 
undimini·shed as he 
struggles to save his com-
rades by finding food and 
leading the decent down the 
mountain back to civiliza-
tion in Chile. 
In contrast to the film's 
.serious storyline, there are 
several scenes in which the 
director uses a touch of dark 
humor. 
In one of these scenes 
the survivors are sitting out-
side the plane wreckage on 
a sunny day, wearing sun-
glasses and drinking wine 
1. A River Runs Through It, by Norman Maclean (Univ. of 
Chicago Press, $9.95.) Stories of western Montana. 
2. The Autobiography of Malcolm X, with Alex Haley. 
(Ballan.tine, $5.99.) The black leader's life story. 
3. The .Indispensable Calvin and Hobbes, by Bill Watterson. 
(Andrews & McMeel, $12.95.) Latest collected cartoons. 
4. Life's Uttle Instruction Book, by H. Jackson Brown Jr. 
(Rutledge Hill, $5.95.) Advice for attaining a full life. 
5. The Arm, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell, $5.99). 
Young lawyer confronts the hidden workings of his firm. 
. 6. A Time to Kiii, by John Grisham. (Island/Dell, $5.99.) 
Racial tension runs high during a trial. 
7. Cows of our Planet, by Gary Larson. (Andrews & MCMeel, 
$8.95.) Collection of Far Sidecarto_ons. 
8. Politically, Fashionably, Aerodynamically Incorrect, by 
Berkeley Breathed. (Little, Brown, $9.95.) Outland cartoons 
9. Putting People Arst, by Bill Clinton and Al Gore. (Times Books/ 
Random House, $7.99.) Outlines plans for "changing America". 
10. Hideaway, by Dean Koontz. (Berkley, $5.99.) Resuscitated 
after he died, a man is haunted by visions of evil. 
New & Recommended 
The Duke University Medical Center Book of Diet and Fitness, 
(Fawcett, $12.00.) Healthfut program that you can tailor to your needs 
to lose weight gradually· and keep it off. 
Think Uke a Shrink, by Christ Zois, MD. (Warner, $10.99.) Proven 
program that helps you now to solve your problems yourseH with short· 
term therapy techniques. 
Earth In the Balance: Ecology and the Human Spirit, by Senator Al 
Gore. (Plume, $13.00.) Gore uses the metaphor of the dysfunctional 
family to show how human civilization must heal itsett - psychologically . 
and spiritually • before we can heal our ailing environment. 
while body parts of their 
friends lay scatterec about. 
The filmmaker ma~1 be try-
ing to raise the s,.:-irits of 
others facing advernity and 
perhaps teach them that life 
goes on even in the face of 
such horrors. 
One of the grisly aspects 
of the event was f he fact 
that the survivor3 were 
eventually forced t ,J resort 
to cannabalism as a means 
of keeping themselves alive. 
The emotional conflict 
and moral consequences of · 
the act in the film are ex- ' 
plained as a "communion 
-fromtheirdeath, we live." 
Though the film is a story 
of humans triumphing over 
disaster, H also delivers a . 
thrilling and emotional look 
into the lives of those who 
survived and made it out 
"ALIVE." 
• tim wassberg 
central florida future Enroute to a rugby game in Chile, an airplane crashes in the Andes 
Mountains leaving survivors trapped aoo starving. · (courtesynouchstone} 
'Scent of a Woman' may eam 
Pacino a long deserved Oscar 
Al Pacino has been one of the 
greatest actors in motion pictures for 
the last 20 years. yet he has-never 
won an academy award for his ef-
forts. This year might change all that. 
Along with his performance in 
"Glengarry, Glen Ross" and now in 
"Scent of a Woman," it is very likely 
that he will not be overlooked by the 
academy. 
"Scent of a Woman" is a powerful, 
crowd-pleasing film despite its two 
hour, 28 minute running time. It can be 
best described as a cross between 
"Dead Poet's Society" and " Rain 
Man" with ·some hilarious female 
anatomy jokes thrown in. 
It is this sometimes brutal humor 
that pushes "Scent of a Woman"· 
past being simply a combination of 
those two films. 
The plot i.nvolves a young and finan-
cially poor prep school student CChris 
O'Donnell) and his Thanksgiving 
weekend job of baby-sitting a retired, 
blind, overbearing Lieutenant Colonel 
Frank Slade CPacino). 
The film follows their adventure to 
New York City where Slade engages 
in fine dining, wine, women, tango 
dancing and even driving a Ferrari. 
While Slade and Charlie are com-
plete opposites they develop a friend-
ship and a great respect for one an-
other. They also (without giving away 
any predictable plot points) end up help-
ing each other out of difficult r.:tuations. 
Directed by Martin Brest, "Mid-
night Run", the film is a bit too long 
but is sav~d by the powerhouse per-
formance of Pacino and the solid per-
formance of newcomer O'Donnell, 
"Men Don't Leave. "-
Pacino is a marvel as Slade. He is 
so dynamic and full of energy that he 
creates a character that is brutal, funny 
and oddly endearing. 
This film works best when it pro-
vides a showcase for Pacino's tal-
ents. The film does get caught up in 
some unnecessary, but involving 
none-the-less. subplots that increase 
the film's length. · 
The script by Bo Goldman does get 
a bit melodramatic at times, but ends . 
up being saved by some genuinely 
hilarious scenes and by Paci no' s per-
formance. 
This film is no ground breaker, but 
it is one of the most entertaining films 
of the year. featuring one of the best 
performances of 1992. 
• scott jacobsof'1 
central florida future 
Position available: Business Manager 
The Central Florida Future, the student newspaper of the University of Central Florida, is currently accepting applica-
tions and resumes for the position of business manager. 
This position requires a person who can supervise people as well as oversee the financial transactions and records of the 
newspaper. Candidat.es should fill out an application at our business office (823-2601) and submit a resume and any 
letters of recommendation possible. 
This position will be filled by February 1993 and the chosen candidate's tenure will be effective until tM 
end of the spring semester of 1994:. 
.. ;. ... 
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Student Legal Services 
Problems With: 
Landlords 
Insurance 
Contracts 
Traffic Tickets 
Need: 
A Will 
A Name Change 
Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representation in 
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For information or an appointment 
call 823-2538 
or stop by the Student Center 
Room210 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Funded throug.1l Aciivity-& Service Fee by the Student Government Associatio'n 
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ENVIRONMENTAL GROWTH MANAGEMENT FELLOWSHIPS 
Florida Atlantic University is offering prestigious fellowships, through the 
FAU/FIU Joint Center for Environmental and Urban Problems, for students interested 
in Environmental Growth Management (EGM). EGM fellows study for the master 
degree in public administration or urban and regional planning in preparation for their 
positions in the public, private, and non-profit sectors. Fellows who pursue the full-
time four-semester Master of Public Administration (MPA) program receive ~14,000. 
The NASPAA-accredited .MPA pfogram offers a special curriculum in the 
administrative, political, economic, and legal aspects ~f growth management. Fellows 
who pursue the full-time five semester of Master of Urban and Regional Planning 
!MURP) program recei~e $17,500. The MURP curriculum is focused on the values 
associated with growth management within a democratic society, the growing 
importance of high technology, and the professional standards articulated by the 
Planning Accreditation Board (PAB). 
The MPA and MURP programs are offered through the College o-f Urba)l and 
Public A ffairs . The College is located at the heart of the South Florida region. This 
dynamic region is on the leading edge of growth management practice and research. 
For further information and application materials call the Office of Graduate Studies 
at (305) 760-5637/5638 or write the College of Urban and Public Affairs, Florida 
Atlantic University, University Tower, 220 S.E. 2nd A~enue, Fort Laud~rdale, Florida 
33301. Application deadline is April 30, 1993 . 
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SHAC is A. coMMiTTEE of UCF srndENTS WHOSE 
puRposE is To REPRESENT THE srndENTs' NEEds, 
iNTERESTs, ANd opiNioNs REGARdiNG THE HEAhH 
srnvicEs of UCF. SHAC fuNcTioNs AS A sTUdENT 
voicE To issuEs such AS HEAhH CARE AVAilAbilhy, 
HEAhH srnvicE, budqET CONCERNS, ANd HEAhH 
fEES. SHAC MEMbrns Also SERVE ON VARious 
COMMiTTEES dEAliNG wiTh HEAhH RElATEd CONCERNS 
SUCH AS iNSURANCE, HiRiNq, ANd HEAhH fEE 
srniNG· 
INTERESTEd? Pick up AN AppliCATioN AT THE 
HEAhH RESOURCE CENTER. 
AppliCA1ioN duE by JANUARY 1 ~, 1 9 9}. 
~ll 82 } ... ~841 foR dETAils. 
c 1992 The Olive Gorden Reslouronls 
HERE'S A COURSE 
THAT COMBINES 
ITALIAN. AND 
ECONOMICS. 
ALL 
YOU 
CAN 
EAT 
SPAGHETTI, 
GARDEN SALAD, 
& BREADSTICKS $5.25 
WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM 
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff 
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat 
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad 
and warm garlic breadsticks. ~ • 
It's all just $5.25. And you --.~~r _  f 
do11't have to be a math •  
major to figure out that ()~ " 
that's a great deal. ITALIAN m -. STAlJHAN·1 
WHERE Ar .r .THE BEST Or I1A1 :i· Is YoL 1Rs.~ 
Available only at: 
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084. 
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